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Company/ 
Organized By 
Entity Type 

Location Country/Region: 

City: 

Contact Details Name: 

Email address: 

      Yes, I don’t mind my contact details being published. 

Initiative Title 
Please provide the title of the 
initiative. 

Initiative Summary 
Please provide a brief summary of 
the initiative. 

Partnerships 
Please describe any partnerships 
made in planning or implementing 
this initiative. 

Future Partnerships 
Please describe any future 
partnerships to consider (e.g. 
organizers, venue, NGO, etc.). 

Relevant Sustainable 
Development Goal(s) 
Please select all SDGs with which 
your initiative aligns. 

Description of the 
Initiative 
Please provide a detailed 
description of the initiative. 

Location of the 
Initiative 

Country/Region: 

City: 

Venue Organizer Other, please specify:

GOAL 1: No Poverty 
GOAL 2: Zero Hunger
GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-Being  
GOAL 4: Quality Education 
GOAL 5: Gender Equality 
GOAL 6: Clean Water and Sanitation 
GOAL 7: Affordable and Clean Energy  
GOAL 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth

GOAL 9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure    
GOAL 10: Reduced Inequality 
GOAL 11: Sustainable Cities and CommCommunities
GOAL 12: Responsible Consumption and Production    
GOAL 13: Climate Action 
GOAL 14: Life Below Water 
GOAL 15: Life on Land 
GOAL 16: Peace and Justice Strong Institutions    
GOAL 17: Partnerships to Achieve the Goal 



Initiative Type 

Initiative Date 

Monetary Impact 

Amount: 

Time Invested 

Number of hours: 

Impact on Persons 

Number of people: 

Other Impact 
If there is another pertinent metric, 
please add it in the free entry field 
here (e.g. KWH of renewable energy 
used, KgCO2e of carbon saved, no. 
of trees not used, etc.). 

Metric: 

Amount: 

Feedback/ 
Lessons Learned 
Please share any key lessons 
learned, unexpected results or 
challenges, or advice for those 
interested in hosting a similar 
activity. 

Online Links 
Please include any online links 
that feature your activity, if 
available. 

Attachments 
Please include any photos, 
promotional materials, activity 
handouts, or other documents. 
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	Check Box1: Yes
	Company Organized By: Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre
	Initiative Title: Melbourne Renewable Energy Project
	Initiative Summary: Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre (MCEC) joined forces with reputable Melbourne organisations to support the development of a wind farm, of which construction is now underway, near Ararat in regional Victoria.MCEC’s involvement in this Australian first project will enable the venue to purchase renewable energy certificates equivalent to the projected electricity consumption for its  20,000 square metre expansion, which opened in July 2018.
	Partnerships: The Melbourne Renewable Energy Project group is led by the City of Melbourne and includes: MCEC, the University of Melbourne, RMIT, Federation Square, City of Port Phillip, City of Yarra, Moreland City Council, Bank Australia, Zoos Victoria, Citywide, National Australia Bank, Australia Post and NEXTDC.
	Description: The wind farm will be owned and operated by Pacific Hydro. The facility will include 39 wind turbines and will deliver a boost to the local economy with construction jobs and opportunities for local businesses, suppliers, and contractors. We expect that more than 140 jobs could be created in the construction phase, with around eight ongoing jobs in the operation and management of the facility. 19 turbines are providing the energy for the partners, while the other 20 are putting energy back into the grid for use by the community. Together, the group plans to purchase 88 GWh of energy, which is the equivalent to powering more than 17,000 households in Melbourne for a year. This will abate more than 96,000 tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions from entering the atmosphere each year which equates to removing more than 22,000 cars off the road annually. This project benefits the entire 4.4 million population of Melbourne.MCEC was inspired to become involved in this project because it recognised the positive difference it would make, for both the venue and wider community. The project demonstrates a new, replicable retail supply model for large-scale renewable energy contracting underpinned by large investment grade electricity customers. The project has generated interest among other groups of local governments, water utilities and universities that are now working to replicate the model.MCEC’s involvement in this Australian first project will enable the venue to purchase renewable energy certificates equivalent to the projected electricity consumption for its  20,000 square metre expansion, which opened in July 2018. 
	Name: Laura Chodowski, Communications Advisor
	Email address: media@mcec.com.au
	City 1: Melbourne
	Coutry/Region 1: Australia
	Coutry/Region 2: Australia
	City 2: Melbourne
	Check Box12: Yes
	Check Box13: Off
	Check Box14: Off
	Text6: 
	GOAL 1: Off
	GOAL 3: Off
	GOAL 4: Off
	GOAL 5: Off
	GOAL 6: Off
	GOAL 7: Yes
	GOAL 8: Yes
	GOAL 2: Off
	GOAL 9: Yes
	GOAL 10: Off
	GOAL 11: Yes
	GOAL 12: Yes
	GOAL 13: Yes
	GOAL 14: Off
	GOAL 15: Off
	GOAL 16: Off
	GOAL 17: Yes
	Future Partnerships: Note: This information is optional and confidential. It is collected as an experimental exercise this year, in order to assess the needs and possible networking services.
	Attachments: 
	AmountOnline Links Please include any online links that feature your activity if available: https://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/business/sustainable-business/mrep/Pages/melbourne-renewable-energy-project.aspxhttps://mcec.com.au/discover/news-and-awards/2018/mar/mcec-expansion-to-be-offset-by-an-australian-first-wind-farm-project
	AmountFeedback Lessons Learned Please share any key lessons learned unexpected results or challenges or advice for those interested in hosting a similar activity: Delivery of MREP involved creating new business models and solutions that are replicable and will enable ongoing development of new renewable energy projects. The project utilised expertise from across the MREP group. Importantly, the knowledge gained has been shared through the publication of a procurement manual. Developing new products and business models involves significant costs that can be prohibitive for institutions acting alone. By tendering with other MREP partners, these costs have been shared across participants, ensuring project goals are met cost effectively and fairly. Buying group models can be challenging from a co-ordination perspective because of the different requirements of each participant. Each organisation comes with their own approval, assessment, and contract processes and given the size of the energy spend, a number of management layers may be involved. These can all be managed by carefully selecting partners and developing effective partnerships.
	Other Impact Amount: 
	Metric:  
	Number of people: 4400000
	Dropdown13: [Persons Benefited]
	Number of hours: 500
	Dropdown12: [Participation Hours]
	Amount: 
	Dropdown14: [Cash]
	Date8_af_date: 3/23/18
	Dropdown11: [Energy]


